Abstract
Introduction
The modelling of the relationships between molecular structures or properties and biological functions or activities is a current challenge in biochemical, physiological and pharmacological research, as well as a useful tool for drug discovery and development. A first strategy for such a modelling is the direct simulation of the ligand-receptor interactions, which implies the knowledge of the 3D structures of both ligands and receptors. A second strategy consists in considering only the similarities between a series of its ligands, trying to find the relationship between molecular and binding data. When the relationship is derived from 3D distributions of molecular properties and it is quantitatively modelled, the approach is called 3D-QSAR (Lozano et al., 1999) . A molecular property that is especially used and useful is the Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP) (Murray et al., 1992) . We previously developed a computational system (MEPSIM) for the analysis and comparison of MEP distributions (Sanz et al., 1993) . MIPSIM is a new related system that incorporates innovative algorithms and functionalities like the consideration, in * To whom correspondence should be addressed. addition to the MEP, of other Molecular Interaction Potentials (MIP).
Function evaluators
The MIPSIM package has been designed to use external software for MIP computation. Currently, MIPSIM makes calls to the GAMESS package (Schmidt et al., 1993) for the quantum mechanical computation of MEP, and the GRID program (Goodford, 1985) for MIP calculations. MIPSIM distribution also includes an interface with the statistical package GOLPE (Baroni et al., 1993) , with the purpose of using MIPSIM results in the generation of 3D-QSAR models.
MIPSIM modules MIN module
The aim of this module is to characterize the points around a molecule where MIP reaches a minimum value in comparison with those of its surroundings. First, MIN computes the MIP values in the points of a homogeneous 3D grid containing the molecule. Then, MIN looks for those points having smaller values than all the surrounding ones. Finally, an optimization algorithm refines the minima values and positions. The output provided by MIN is a description of the minima consisting of their values and Cartesian co-ordinates, as well as the geometrical relationships between them (distances, angles and dihedral angles). MIN can process a series of molecules in a single run. At the same time, each molecule of the series can be analysed using several MIP definitions. Figure 1a shows a MIN analysis of theophylline.
COMP module
This module compares pairs of molecules on the basis of their 3D MIP distributions computed in a common grid of points defined around the molecules. The similarity measure (a correlation coefficient) depends on the relative position (alignment) of the molecules a b compared. COMP can perform an exploration of the maximum similarity alignments by starting from a series of randomly generated positions and optimising them. When the relative position of the molecules changes, their grids of points fail to coincide in space. In this situation, if using the standard definition of a correlation coefficient, recalculation of the potentials in new coincident points is compulsory. This is computationally expensive, especially if the property to be compared is a quantum mechanic MEP. In MIPSIM, we have avoided this problem and accelerated the computations by implementing a similarity index, which copes with non-coincident grids (Bagdassarian et al., 1996) . In this index, all the possible combinations of points are considered in the computation of a Pearson-like correlation coefficient, being the product terms p i p j weighted by a coefficient (e −d i j * * 2 ) that decreases when the distance between the points (d i j ) grows. As the MIN module, COMP can handle a series of molecules in a single run, comparing all the possible pairs and generating the corresponding similarity matrix, or comparing all the molecules vs. the first one, which is taken as the standard. As an example of COMP results, Figure 1b shows a maximum similarity alignment of two molecules of theophylline.
Visualisation tools
As MIPSIM still does not have its own graphical interface, it provides format conversion utilities for results visualization (i.e. minima positions and maximum similarity alignments, generated by MIN and COMP respectively). Specifically, MIPSIM has a tool to transform its outputs into InsightII (1995) and gOpenMol (Laaksonen, 1999) formats. The COMP alignments are also provided as PDB files.
